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Radon is common in many homes around the state of Indiana; it’s an odorless, tasteless gas that’s 

not visible to the naked eye. When it builds up in a person’s home, it can negatively affect their 

health. Radon is the natural byproduct of the decay of radioactive material found in soil and rocks.

According to Paul Krievins, division director for lead and healthy homes for the the Indiana State 

Department of Health, radon is the second leading cause of lung cancer in the United States.

“The effects of radon are avoidable if you test your home early. The testing and mitigation is 

something that every family could and should be doing,” Krievins said. “That’s why we made January 

Radon Awareness month in Indiana and why we feel really strongly that this is something that folks 

just aren’t aware of as they should be.”

The EPA maintains a map of radon locations and classifies them into zones. Radon's radioactive 

decay levels are measured with picocuries (pCi). One pCi is one trillionth of a Curie, 0.037 

disintegrations per second, or 2.22 disintegrations per minute. Above a certain level, long-term 

exposure to radon gas can have harmful effects.

“We, here in Indiana, are a high radon state, sort of throughout the state, so the way EPA classifies 

radon levels within a particular county is by what they call zone one, two and three. And zone one 

are counties with average indoor radon levels exceeding what’s considered the safe standard of 4 

pCi/L,” Krievins said.



“Zone one is greater than that, zone two is 2 to 4 (pCi/L) and then zone three is average of less than 

2 (pCi/L). Indiana as a whole, every single county in Indiana is a zone one- or a zone two-rated 

county. It is not a problem that is isolated to any particular county.”

He said that the geography of Indiana makes it more susceptible to radon. The release of radon is 

usually caused by the breakdown of granite.

“One of the things that a lot of folks don’t understand is that while radon can be prevalent in your 

neighbor’s home, it may not be an issue in your home. We really look for every single person to test 

their home because of the variation in geography and the variation in soil composure and all the 

other things that factor into radon risk,” Krievins said.

Radon tests are simple and inexpensive. They can be readily found at hardware stores or by 

contacting the American Lung Association.

“We want to make sure the folks are getting out there and doing what they can to test for that. It’s an 

inexpensive test. It’s a very simple test, something everybody can do at home and so that’s what 

we’re trying to focus on,” Krievins said.

If testing indicates high levels of radon, the next step a homeowner should take is contacting a 

company that mitigates radon dangers.

“The most basic step you would take is a radon mitigation system,” Craig DuKate, owner of 

SmartCrawl, said. “Those vary, depending on the type of home and whether you have a basement or 

a crawlspace in your home.”

SmartCrawl is a company based in Franklin that handles radon mitigation and other services related 

to basements, attics and crawlspaces.

“If you have a basement, we install a system that’s called sub-flat depressurization system and if you 

have a crawlspace you install what’s called a sub-membrane depressurization system,” DuKate said. 

“Basically, you are going down through the basement floor a lot of times to install a three to four-inch 

pipe that you route back to the exterior, which has a fan, some guys call it a pump. You’re basically 

displacing the radon from your home to the exterior so it doesn’t build up in your home and cause 

high levels.”
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In the case of crawlspaces, a plastic membrane is placed over the dirt or gravel floors and sealed, 

creating a vacuum. That draws the radon out of the house to be safely dispersed outside using the 

mitigation system.

For more information about radon, visit in.gov/isdh/24346.htm or visit epa.gov/radon.

For more information about SmartCrawl, visit smartcrawl.net or call 317-869-8444. SmartCrawl is 

located at 2111 Holiday Lane, Franklin.


